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Summary 
 
Parallel processing of Prestack Kirchhoff Time Migration 
(PKTM) is implemented on a Beowulf Cluster by using the 
Message Passing Interface (MPI).  This work analyses the 
performance of parallel PKTM running on a Beowulf 
cluster, using Alba seismic data as examples. Improved 
performance can be achieved by carefully selecting the 
implementation scheme. For example, distributing the job 
to worker nodes on request can achieve a better loading 
balance. The results also show that when the processing 
time is shorter than the communication time, as in the case 
to output a CIP gather, using more CPUs cannot reduce the 
elapsed time. However, if the processing time is longer 
than communication time, as in the case of migration of the 
whole section, using more CPUs can efficiently reduce the 
elapsed time. In this case, the elapsed time is reciprocal to 
the CPU number. Using this approach, the elapsed time for 
migrating a 2D seismic line of Alba dataset is reduced to 
less than one hour by using 15 CPUs without losing any 
accuracy. It provides the potential to allow the application 
of more accurate algorithms to the PKTM to get a more 
accurate image. 
 
Introduction 
 
Prestack Kirchhoff Time Migration (PKTM) is an efficient 
imaging method for processing seismic data because of its 
I/O flexibility and target-orientation (Bevc, 1997). 
Recently, migration processing, including the PKTM, has 
become a central step in the seismic data processing flow 
and represents the culmination of “standard” processing 
(Grey, et al 2001). However, PKTM is computationally 
extensive. Its major drawback is its long running time; 
especially when it is required to iteratively update the 
velocity model.  For example, it usually takes several days 
to get the migrated image for a 2D seismic line on a high 
performance workstation. For 3D seismic data, it might 
take weeks or months to get the final migrated image.  To 
speed up the migration processing, more powerful 
computers, such as super-computers are required (Guan and 
Wu, 1999). However, the cost of running a super-computer 
is very high and not affordable for most people. There is a 
need to find a cheap and efficient alternative. The Beowulf 
Cluster is one alternative. In this paper, I will introduce a 
method for applying the PKTM algorithm on a Beowulf 
cluster and then analyze the performance of the Beowulf 
Cluster for migration. On applying a parallel version of 
PKTM to a field seismic data, we get an encouraging 
acceleration of the migration processing without losing 
accuracy and image quality. 

 
Beowulf Cluster 
 
A Beowulf Cluster is a PC cluster that runs under Linux 
OS. Each PC (node) is dedicated to the work of the cluster 
and connected though a network with other nodes. Figure 1 
schematically shows the structure of a Beowulf Cluster. In 
this Beowulf cluster, a “master” node controls other  
“worker” nodes by communicating through the network 
using the Message Passing Interface (MPI). A Beowulf 
cluster has a better price/performance ratio and scalability 
than other parallel computers due to the use of off-the-shelf 
components and Linux OS. It is easy and economical to 
add more nodes as needed without changing software 
programs. 
 

 
 

Figure. 1. The schematic structure of a Beowulf cluster. 
 
Parallelizing of Prestack Kirchhoff Time Migration 
 
Figure 2 schematically shows the relationship between the 
source, receiver and scatter point as well as their 
corresponding migration curve which accomplish the 
PKTM. Given a source and a receiver, a sample at time t on 
an unmigrated trace might contain energy reflected from 
any point for which the total traveltime from source to 
reflector to receiver is t. These points are the only candidate 
reflector locations. The migration processing is to spread 
out the sample at time t over all possible reflection points. 
Given a different sample, perhaps on a different unmigrated 
trace, the PKTM would similarly spread that sample onto 
all possible reflection points of its own. The PKTM works 
by repeating this process for all samples on all input 
unmigrated traces, adding each resulting contribution into 
the output image as it goes. Computationally, the heart of 
PKTM requires each input (unmigrated) sample to visit 
each output (migrated) sample exactly once. Each input-
output pair is independent of the others. This makes this 
problem suitable for parallelization on the Beowulf Cluster. 
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Figure 2. The relationship between the source, receiver, scatter 
point and their corresponding migration curve for P-S converted 
waves. 
 
Assuming Y is the output, X is the input, O is the migration 
operator, we have )(XOY = . X is the set of input traces, 
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The parallel processing can be accomplished by assigning 
one trace (one processing unit) to one worker node (CPU) 
to migrate it into its local output section. The final migrated 
image is the sum of the local output sections. Figure 3 is 
the flow chart of the PKTM code for the Beowulf cluster. 
The parallel code is achieved by using the MPI. The master 
node is used to get the traces and distribute the traces to 
working nodes according to the requirement of the working 
nodes. Working nodes receive the traces from the master 
and migrate them into its local output section. Once all 
traces are migrated, the master node collects all local output 
section from working nodes and adds them together to form 
a final migrated image. Running the parallel code on a 
Beowulf cluster is very similar to running the series code 
on a single computer. All other existing programs and 
scripts can be worked with the parallel code without 
change. 
 
Data Examples  
 
This approach is applied to the Alba Field 3D-4C OBC data 
acquired in block 16/26 in the UK sector of the North Sea 
(MacLeod, et al, 1999). The data used were recorded from 
a sail line extracted from the 5th swath of the survey and the 
receiver cable is below the sail line.  Here we show the 
example of processing P-S converted wave data. For 
convenience, the P-S converted wave data is separated into 
two subsets (positive and negative offset). The positive 

offset data consist of 48805 traces and the negative offset 
data consist of 48737 traces. Each trace has 4096 samples 
with sample rate 2ms. The above parallel code is used to 
migrate the data on the Beowulf cluster and the original 
series code is used to migrate the data on the master node 
of the Beowulf cluster for comparison. The migration 
results from parallel code and series code are identical. 
Figure 4 shows the final migrated image 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Parallel code of the PKTM 
 

 
 

Figure 4. The migrated image of a 2D line of Alba data. 
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Figure 5. A CIP gather of Alba data 
 
Performance Analysis 
 
The Elapsed time of a job on the master node, elapsemT _ , 

is the most important indicator for performance analysis. It 
includes the initial time ( iniT ), I/O time ( ioT ), 

communication time ( comT ), and waiting time ( waitT ):  
 

waitcomioinielapsem TTTTT +++=− . 

 
For each working node, its elapse time, elapsewT _ , 

includes the initial time ( iniT ), communication time 

( comT ) and work time ( workT ):  
 

waitwworkcominielapsew TTTTT _+++=−  
 
Two cases are tested to check the cluster’s performance. 
The first case is to use this approach to output a common 
image point (CIP) gather  (Figure 5). In this case, each 
input trace only spread its energy into one output trace 
according to its offset at a special CIP location. The time 
used to migrate one trace is very short. elapsewT _  is 

affected by iniT , ioT , comT  and waitwT _ . The second 
case is using this approach to output the whole migrated 
section (Figure 4), in which the time to migrate one trace is 
very long. elapsewT _  is dominated only by workT . Note 

iniT , ioT , and workT  are needed for both parallel and 

series codes. Only comT and waitwT _  are the extra 
overhead. For both cases, we examine the elapse time of 

the parallel code running on different number of nodes and 
a series code.  
  
Figure 6 shows the performance for the first case, where 

iniT = 2.7s (red line), that is very small compared with the 

other items. ioT = 38s (green line), which is related to the 

dataset size. The black line is ioT + comT  which also 

depends on the data size. The gray line is elapsemT _ . Note 

that comT  consists of two parts. The first part is the time 
of sending unmigrated trace from the master to all working 
nodes, which is constant for a seismic dataset. The second 
part is the time of each working node sending the migrated 
section back to master node, which is proportional to the 
working node number. This causes comT  to increase with 
the number of working nodes. Using more than 4 working 
nodes does not reduce the time but increases it slightly.  
 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Time used in the parallel processing of PKTM for output 
of a CIP gather. Node 0 indicates the series computer. 

 
In the second case, the working time is far greater than 

iniT , ioT  and comT  which have very little influence on 

elapsemT − . Figure 7 shows that result for the second case. 

elapsemT −  is fitted into a simple equation:  

 

NumberCPU
T

T elapseCPU
elapsem _

_1
_ = . 

 
 
This case clearly shows the benefits of using more CPUs. 
 
Dynamic loading balancing is aimed to allow all working 
nodes use their full power. The basic processing unit may 
have different running times on different working nodes 
due to the variation of CPU power and algorithm 
parameters. Because our cluster uses identical CPUs, factor 
affecting the balance is the algorithm parameter. For 
example, processing traces at the edge of the section 
requires less time than processing traces at the centre of the 
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section. If the traces are sequentially sent to working nodes, 
a node may need to wait till the previous node finishes its 
job (Figure 8a). To avoid this, the trace is send to working 
nodes on request from a working node when it has finished 
migrating a trace (Figure 8b).  
 

 
 

Figure 7. elapsemT _  for output of the migrated section. The 

curve is calculated used the reciprocal equation. Node 0 indicates 
the series computer 
 
 

 
(a) (b) 
 

Figure 8. The scheme of sending traces to working nodes. (a) 
Sending traces according to node order. (b) Sending trace on 
requests from working nodes. 
 
Figure 9 shows trace numbers processed for each working 
node using this approach. Although the trace number 
varies, elapsewT _  for each working node is the same 

(3577.28s). If the traces are sequentially send to working 
nodes, the elapse time is little bit longer (3589.30s). 
 

 
 

Figure 9. Trace number processed by each working nodes 
 

 
 
Conclusion 
 
This work shows encouraging results for speeding up the 
PKTM for processing seismic data using a Beowulf cluster. 
This approach can efficiently reduce the processing time of 
PKTM, which is reciprocal to the CPU number used. 
Carefully parallel zing the code can improve its 
performance. Adapting the existing algorithms to the 
cluster environments does not need to take too much effort. 
This work has proven that the Beowulf cluster is a 
powerful, scalable and cost-effective computing resource 
for oil and gas exploration organizations.  
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